Abstract. We show that L°°/A is not the dual space of any Banach space when A is a Douglas algebra of a certain type. We do this by showing its unit ball has no extreme points. The method used requires that any function in L°° has a nonunique best approximation in A. We therefore also show that the Douglas algebra Hx + Lf, when F is an open subset of the unit circle, permits best approximation. We use a method originating in Hayashi [6] and independently obtained by Marshall and Zame.
1. Background and introduction. Let L°° be the usual space of (equivalence classes of) bounded measurable functions on the unit circle F. Let H°° denote the subalgebra of L°° consisting of those functions whose Poisson extensions to the open unit disk 7) are analytic. We let X denote the maximal ideal space of L00 and identify L°°w ith the space of continuous complex-valued functions on X. We furnish L°° with the essential supremum norm which we merely denote || • ||. Then 7700 is a Banach subalgebra of L°° and if A is any closed algebra with 7/°° E A E L°°, we let M(A) denote the maximal ideal space of A. Elements of A may be identified with functions on M(A). In particular, functions in 77°° may be considered as functions on any one of 7), F, X or M(HX), and we do not distinguish notationally between these interpretations. We make use of the Chang-Marshall Theorem [4 and 11] which states that any closed subalgebra A of L00 which contains H°° is generated as a closed algebra by 77°° together with the set {b: b is a Blaschke product in 7700 and b E A}. Such algebras are commonly called Douglas algebras.
The reader will need a familiarity with such concepts from the theory of uniform algebras as representing measures, peak sets and weak peak sets. For uniform algebras see the book of Gamelin [5] . For basic facts about 77°° and M(H°°) see [7, 12 and 14].
The subject of best approximation in Douglas algebras got its start with a theorem of Axler, Berg, Jewell and Shields [2, Theorem 4] which states that every function / E F°° has a best approximation in 77°° + C = {h + g: h E Hx, g is continuous on F). That is, there exists a function/* £ 7700 + C such that II / -f*\\ = dist(/, Hx + C). From [12] we know Hx + C is a Douglas algebra and is contained in all other Douglas algebras except 7700. After the Axler-Berg-JewellShields result, it was shown by one of us [10] that (77°° + C)/Hx is an M-ideal (see [10] for the definition) in L^/H00 and that this is enough to imply their theorem. Then the other one of us [15] showed that the algebras 77|? (defined below) when E is a weak peak set for 7700 also have the property that HE/H°° is an M-ideal and so best approximations always exist in 77]?. A similar result is true if F is only a weak peak set for H°° + C, except this time (H°° + C)E/H°° is the M-ideal. In particular, best approximations exist in 77°° + Lf = {h + g: h E 77°°; g E L°° and continuous at each point of F} when F is a closed subset of F. This particular case is shown in [16] by methods which also establish the general case.
It was also shown in [2] that Lx/(Hao + C) is not a dual space because its unit ball has no extreme points. This should be compared to L°°/77°°, which can be identified with the dual of Hx. Our main result is a generalization of this to several classes of Douglas algebras. If F is a closed subset of X let Hf = {/E F°°: f\E E H°° |E}. If E is a weak peak set for H00 then HE is closed, i.e. it is a Douglas algebra. (77°° + C)E is defined analogously and is a Douglas algebra if F is a weak peak set for H°° + C. There is a naturally defined projection tt: X -» F given by m(x) = x(z) for any homomorphism x on L°°, where z is the identity function on F. Fora E F let Xa = w^a). If F is a closed subset of F then H00 + Lx = (77°° + C)E with F = m~x(F). 77°° + Up is a Douglas algebra for any F but only when F is open or closed can we obtain our results.
Theorem I. If A is the algebra 7700 + Lf where F E T is either open or closed, or if A is HE where E EX is a peak set for H°°, then the unit ball of Lx/A has no extreme points. Consequently L^/A is not (isometrically isomorphic to) a dual space.
The proof of this theorem requires the following propositions, which may be of some interest in their own rights. Proposition 1. If E is a proper peak set for 77°° and b is a Blaschke product with b £ HE, then there exist a function h E HE, and a representing measure m for HE which is not a point mass, such that \\b -h\\ = dist(b, HE) = 1 and h is not identically zero on suppm, the support of m.
We remark that Proposition 1 is not valid if F is only assumed to be a weak peak set. See Example below. It uses an idea which may also be found in [6] . Propositions 1 and 2 are completely independent of one another, and, in fact, apply to entirely different classes of algebras.
Example. We give the example that shows that Proposition 1 is invalid if the hypothesis on F is weakened to " weak peak set" (also called generalized peak set or p-set), i.e. the intersection of a family of peak sets. Let m be a representing measure for H°° on X whose support S is not X and not a singleton, then 5 is a weak peak set [16, §4, Theorem C] and Hg ¥= L™. There must exist a Blaschke product b such that jbdm = 0 (Hoffman [7, p. 179] ), so b<£ Hg. Suppose h E Hg such that \\b-k\\ = dist(è, Hg) = 1. We claim h\s = 0. For || 1 -bh || = 1 and /(l -bh)dm=l. The only way this can occur is if (1 -bh) \s = 1, whence h \s -0. This example shows, incidentally, that no support set of a representing measure (other than X itself) can be a peak set. Since the only difference between peak sets and weak peak sets is that the former are Gs sets, no such support set can be a Gs. Thus, for example, no fiber Xa can be a support set (Sarason [13] ).
2. Proof of Theorem 1. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 is the same as for the case 77°° + C in [2] . The problems in adapting that idea to the present cases are technical and essentially solved by Propositions 1 and 2. Therefore, let us outline the proof first, illustrating the idea, before presenting the complete form.
Let A be any of the represents. Then /A dm = jh0 dm = h0(x) = hmn_00 h0(wn) ¥= 0 because of (b), and so A cannot be zero on suppw. The construction of A0 and {wn} requires several steps.
Step 1. For every e > 0, e < 1 there exists an analytic function g = ge such that ||6-g||«£l + e,||g||£>2and||g||<3.
Proof. Let </> be a linear fractional transformation which maps 0 to 0 and which takes 7) onto the disk with center at 1 and radius 1 + e. Let g = (<¡> ° b)/b. Then g E Hx because <j> ° b has the same zeros as b and IIA -g II fl = \\b -b(<t> ° b)\\ T = 111 -<í> o All = 1 + e. Moreover, ||g|| = 2 + e < 3. Finally, the inequality II g II £ > 2 follows from A(F) = F. For, supposing this equality for the moment, we see that <j>(b(E)) is the circle of radius 1 + e about the point 1, and consequently Il g II £ = ll<#> ° A||£ = 2 + e > 2. To see why b(E) = T, suppose that it were not, then we claim A is invertible in HE, contrary to hypothesis. Because of Theorem 4.1 of [17] it is enough to show that b \E is invertible in Hx \E. But if A(F) is a proper subset of T then there exist polynomials/^ -» 1/z uniformly on A(F). Thenpn(b) -» g E 77°° \E such that gA = 1 on E.
Step 2. Let <7 E 77°° satisfy q(E) = {1} and | q(x) |< 1 for x E X\E. For a > 0 \etpa = (1 -q)a, where we take the branch of za in the right half-plane with 1" = 1. Then, for any e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that And so (3.1) is satisfied for all sufficiently small a.
Step 1 -(1 -\/n)z uniformly on any compact subset of 7)\{1}.) Finally, let / = x ° t ° q. For z E U, | 1 -q(z)\> 7} so t(q(z)) E V, whence |/(z) |< e. Clearly f(E) = {1} and ||/|| = 1.
Moreover, 0 < Re/^ 1 and | Im f\< e/\2 and this is sufficient to guarantee that Wb-fpagt\\ < II*-\f\page\\ + II/" l/l II -\\pagc\\ < 1 +2£ + 2-j~6< 1 + 3e.
Step 4. Let {e"} be a sequence of positive numbers tending monotonically to zero. Write g" for ge. Then there exist a sequence of open sets U"= UnC\ D where Un is a neighborhood of F, a sequence of functions/, E Hx, a sequence of points wn in 7), and a sequence of positive numbers a" converging to 0 such that:
(i) Un D Un+X, wn E u"\u"+x, nx=xun = 0.
(Ü) Z"j=l \Pj(')\<'n> z G U", where Pj = pa.
(m)2«LB+1|#z)|<Efl,*eZ>\i/B+1.
(iv) II* -fnpngn\\ < 1 + 3£" and/"(F) = {1} for all n. forzED\Uk, k=\,2,...,n.
Choose U"+x = {z: \ q(z) -1 |< r/} where tj < 1/h is so small that Un+X E Un, wn& £4+1, and n I \Pj(z)\<'n+u z£Un+x.
7=1
Choose fn+x as in Step 3 with en+x/2"+x for e and l/n+1 for U. Choose wn+x E Un+X so that |/"+i(M;"+i)g"+1(vvn+1) |> 2 and choose an+x so small that (2.1) is satisfied with a = an+x, e = en+x and also so that \pan+l(wn+l)\> i
The inductive choices clearly insure that (i), (ii), (iv), and (v) are satisfied. Moreover, for z 6* Un To complete the proof, replace (w"}, if necessary, by a subsequence so that {A0(wn)} has a limit and so that {vv"} is an interpolating sequence. In [ because b0bkn is the product of a Blaschke product and the conjugate of a finite Blaschke product so that b0bknhkn E H00 + C. Moreover, the zeros of A0 cluster only on F\F so A0 is invertible in A. Thus we have the following b0B E Hx[b0f": n = 1,2,...] E Hx + C E b0A and dist(/, A) = dist(A0/, b0A) < dist(A0/, 7700 + C) < dist(A0/, b0B) = dist(/, B) = dist(/, A).
Since Hx + C has best approximations, there exists a function A E 7700 + C such that ||*0/-All = dist(A0/, Hx + C). Taking/* = A"0A gives/* EA and 11/-/*II = ||A0/-A|| =dist(f,A). Q.E.D. 5 . Remarks and questions. Several questions naturally come to mind here, some of which have been asked elsewhere.
